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“Entertaining guests is the biggest individual trigger of
cleaning activity in the home, and household care brands
have significant scope to make much more of this reason
for cleaning, both in terms of advertising themes focused
on home entertaining situations and promotional offers. ”–
Richard Caines, Senior Household Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Influence of home entertaining on sales of household care products
Adding value through linking products to the overnight stay of guests
Timing of campaigns for promoting deep cleaning of the home

UK householders attach a high importance to a clean and fresh-smelling home, both to make
themselves feel satisfied but also to leave a positive impression on guests. As a result, guests coming
over, or to stay, is one of the most important triggers for thorough, top-to-bottom, deep cleaning of
the home, which also helps drive purchasing and usage of cleaning products.
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This presents an opportunity for household care brands to link usage of their products to preparations
for home entertaining or clearing up afterwards, especially the cleaning tasks considered the top
priorities when guests are coming. In addition, companies might use this important trigger as a reason
to extend their brands into new premium products or develop cross-category tie-ups.
This report looks at how often people entertain friends or family, what tasks they prioritise before
guests come over or to stay, what products they might consider buying specially for guests, attitudes
towards preparing for guests, preparations for outdoor entertaining, and triggers for deep cleaning of
the home that might influence promotional campaigns.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Figure 9: UK households, by size, 2009-19
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Other tasks a lower priority
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The Consumer – Interest in Buying Products for Overnight Guests
Key points
Interest in products for creating a fresh-smelling home
Figure 22: Interest in buying products specifically because guests are coming to stay, August 2014
Figure 23: Products people would consider buying if guests were coming to stay – Toilet fresheners and air fresheners, by age, August
2014
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Personal care products to add luxury to a guest’s stay
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Key points
Half of home entertainers use outdoor space for guests
Figure 26: Incidence of outdoor space and use for entertaining guests among those entertaining at home, August 2014
Figure 27: Proportion of people with outdoor space that they use for entertaining guests, by socio-economic group and size of
household, August 2014
Outdoor space popular for summer entertaining
Figure 28: Outdoor space and preparing it for entertaining guests, August 2014
Tidying up outdoor areas before entertaining guests
Spring cleaning of the garden and outdoor areas
Barbecues an important part of outdoor entertaining
Figure 29: Proportion of people often doing a barbecue when entertaining guests at home in the spring/summer and agreeing cleaning
the barbecue is one of the hardest cleaning jobs, by age, August 2014

The Consumer – Triggers or Times of Year for Deep Cleaning of the Home
Key points
Bursts of deep cleaning throughout the year
Figure 30: Triggers or times of year for deep cleaning of the home, August 2014
Christmas and other festive celebrations trigger cleaning
Figure 31: Seasonal deep cleaning activity, by gender and age, August 2014
Parties and moving home also bring cleaning bursts
Figure 32: Parties and moving home/landlord inspections as triggers for deep cleaning, by gender and age, August 2014
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